
Moscore QM - Bug #351

Customer wants to know how to print Qualifying pages in order

07/17/2017 07:01 PM - Walter Pate

Status: In Progress Start date: 07/17/2017

Priority: Normal Due date:  

Assignee: Walter Pate % Done: 0%

Category: Print outs Estimated time: 0.00 hour

Target version: Customer needs to fix Spent time: 3.50 hours

Description

A customer called requesting information on how to print qualifying order in the order of the pill draw, and also wanted to know how

to print the qualifying classes in order

History

#1 - 07/17/2017 07:04 PM - Walter Pate

- File Print Order.PNG added

- Status changed from New to In Progress

#2 - 07/17/2017 07:10 PM - Walter Pate

- File race order default setting.PNG added

- File Specific event race order settings.PNG added

On 7/17/2017 10:46 AM, Tracy Zbozien wrote:

Hi,

I work our clubs computer system and I can't figure out how to be able to print a qualifying order.  We use the random draw number as their

order but I don't know of a way to print a quick one sheet paper of the drivers in order.  And when I order the classes in the order we want them

the quick registration sheet switches them again.

Are you able to help with this?

Thanks

Tracy

 

RESPONSE......Tracy, am I right in saying you are from the MMRA Club?

There is a section in the Help file that shows you how to reset the order for printing drivers names in Qualifying number order.

If you are using a pill draw, you have to enter the Pill draw number in the Qualifying # field of the drivers registration page.

Then when you want to print the Qualifying order open Print Forms/Results/Qualifying Results , and in the Order Records By panel drag the qnumsort

label to the top. Then print.

Regarding setting Qualifying order for classes, there are two places where this can be done.

On the initial Event Setup panel that appears when you open Moscore-QM, click on Classes and it will open the Default settings for race classes

where you can create a preset for all events.

Or if you click on Formats when you open Moscore-QM then double click on the Event Format that you want to edit, then go to Race Order and you

can change the preset for that particular Format type. Choosing Reset will bring the order back to the that was set in the Classes tab mentioned

earlier.

If you have any more questions you can email us, of call 1-604-576-6631.

Walter Pate

Maximum Overdrive Software Company
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#3 - 07/18/2017 06:40 PM - Emily Kao Messmer

Result:

When printing the qualifying results, the order of classes listed is based solely on the order the classes are listed in the Classes default setting. The

race order listed in the format setting is not used at all to determine the printing order.

Expected:

The qualifying result class print order should respect the race order set in the format of the race event, using the default order only when the format

race order is not available.

#4 - 07/22/2017 05:05 PM - Walter Pate

- Tracker changed from Support to Bug

It appears that this issue is a bug rather than a support issue.

The users are expecting consistency with the default settings for printing

Files

Print Order.PNG 59 KB 07/17/2017 Walter Pate

race order default setting.PNG 11 KB 07/17/2017 Walter Pate

Specific event race order settings.PNG 20.6 KB 07/17/2017 Walter Pate
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